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Augustine: De Civitate Dei Books XI and XII 
By P. G. Walsh 

 
In Books I-V of  De Civitate Dei , Augustine rejects the claim that worship of the 

pagan gods had brought success in this life,  and in Books VI-X, the prospect of a 

happy afterlife. In Books  XI-XII, the sixth volume in Peter Walsh's series, Augustine 

turns  from attack to defence, for at this point he initiates his  apology for the Christian 

faith. Books XI and XII document the  initial phase of the rise of the two cities, the city 

of God and  the city of this world, beginning with the creation of the world  and the 

human race. In Book XI, Augustine rejects the theories of  Aristotle, Plato and the 

Epicureans on the creation of the  universe and addresses the creation of angels, Satan, 

the role of  the holy Trinity and the importance of numberology in the Genesis  

account. In Book XII Augustine is chiefly concerned with refuting  standard objections 

to the Christian tradition, returning to  discussion of the Creation, including his 

calculation, based on  the scriptures, that the world was created less than 6,000 years  

ago. This is the only edition of these books in English that  provides not only a text but 

also a detailed commentary on one of  the most influential documents in the history of 

western  Christianity. 

 

About the Author: 
P.G. Walsh was Senior Research Fellow and Emeritus Professor of Humanity 

at the University of Glasgow. He is editor of Augustine, De bono coniugali and 

De sancta uirginitate (Oxford), translator of Paulinus of Nola (Letters, Poems) 

and of Cassiodorus, Explanation of the Psalms (Ancient Christian Writers). He 

is also editor of many volumes of Livy, including separate editions of Books 

XXXVI to XL in the Aris & Phillips Classical Texts series. Livy is a main source 

of Augustine in these books of The City of God. 
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Tombs, Burials, and Commemoration in Corinth's 

Northern Cemetery 
By Kathleen Slane 

 
Rescue excavations were carried out along the terrace north of Ancient Corinth by 

Henry Robinson, the director of the Corinth Excavations, and the American School of 

Classical Studies at Athens on behalf of the Greek Archaeological Service, in 1961 and 

1962. They revealed 70 tile graves, limestone sarcophagi, and cremation burials (the 

last rare in Corinth before the Julian colony), and seven chamber tombs (also rare 

before the Roman period). The burials ranged in date from the 5th century B.C. to the 

6th century A.D., and about 240 skeletons were preserved for study. This volume 

publishes the results of these excavations and examines the evidence for changing 

burial practices in the Greek city, the Roman colony, and a Christian town. 

Documented are single graves and deposits, the Robinson "Painted Tomb," two more 

hypogea, and four built chamber tombs. Ethne Barnes describes the human skeletal 

remains, and David Reese discusses the animal bones found in the North Terrace 

tombs. The author further explores the architecture of the chamber tombs as well as 

cemeteries, burial practices, and funeral customs in ancient Corinth. One appendix 

addresses a Roman chamber tomb at nearby Hexamilia, excavated in 1937; the second, 

by David Jordan, the lead tablets from a chamber tomb and its well. Concordances, 

grave index numbers, Corinth inventory numbers, and indexes follow. This study will 

be of interest to classicists, historians of several periods, and scholars studying early 

Christianity. 

 

About the Author: 
Kathleen Warner Slane is Professor of Art History and Archaeology at the University 

of Missouri-Columbia. 
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Roman Crete: New Perspectives 
Edited by Jane E. Francis and Anna Kouremenos 
 

Key Features: 

· Inter-disciplinary studies into the artefacts, history, inscriptions and 

archaeological evidence for Crete as a Roman province 

 

· Develops a number of themes to demonstrate the economic, cultural and 

iconographic integration of the island into the Roman Empire 

 

· Papers contribute to current academic issues including 

Romanisation/acculturation, climate and landscape studies, regional 

production and distribution and domestic housing, economy and trade 

 
The last several decades have seen a dramatic increase in interest in the Roman period 

on the island of Crete. Ongoing and some long-standing excavations and investigations 

of Roman sites and buildings, intensive archaeological survey of Roman areas, and 

intensive research on artefacts, history, and inscriptions of the island now provide 

abundant data for assessing Crete alongside other Roman provinces. New research has 

also meant a re-evaluation of old data in light of new discoveries, and the history and 

archaeology of Crete is now being rewritten. 

The breadth of topics addressed by the papers in this volume is an indication of Crete's 

vast archaeological potential for contributing to current academic issues such as 

Romanisation/acculturation, climate and landscape studies, regional production and 

distribution, iconographic trends, domestic housing, economy and trade, and the 

transition to the late-Antique era. These papers confirm Crete's place as a fully realised 

participant in the Roman world over the course of many centuries but also position it as 

a newly discovered source of academic inquiry. 
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